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JULIE IS SO SWEPT AWAY WITH A NEW LOVE, SHE IS NOT GOING TO 

RETURN HOME ANYTIME SOON… 

Julie has been widowed for some time and has settled into her simple 

routines in her English village florist shop. She is content and happy enough 

as she keeps busy after losing her husband and her twin sons are managing 

the farm in East Anglia that they once owned together. 

Then one day, a mysterious, suave man arrives in the village and enchants 

her with charm and charisma. Unexpectedly, Julie finds herself smitten with 

Stephen and his advances and enjoys a selfish romance she has not 

experienced since her husband passed away. Her twin sons do not trust this 

new man occupying her time and having influence over their mother. 

Stephen convinces Julie that a break across the globe may serve them best 

to enjoy their newfound love and so they arrive in Sydney to begin a touring 

holiday that may become something more but Julie suspects things with 

Stephen are not all they appear.  

Julie suddenly finds herself alone and in dire circumstances as Stephen 

becomes someone that she must fear as his past comes forth to reveal his 

truth. She escapes his attack to hide away from him in Queensland and in 

hope of safety. 

Will Stephen find her and kill her before his past finds him? 

 

“Gillian Wells has masterfully designed a plot and entrancing characters 
that once again bring a romance to the edge of thrills and fears….what a 
wonderful author…Love this book!” Evelyn, Indiebook reviewer. 
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AUTHOR BIO 
Gillian is an English woman living in rural Queensland 

with her cattle dog Jess. She had three children living 

in Australia, France and England and four 

Grandchildren. She loves travelling and meeting 

people and has travelled widely in Australia. 

Inheritance is another great book by author Gillian 

Wells and has received wonderful reviews. 

Inheritance is her 7th Adult novel. She has two 

children’s book published as well. 
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A CONVERSATION WITH THE AUTHOR 
 

WHY DID YOU WRITE ‘INHERITANCE’? WHAT WERE YOUR INSPIRATIONS?  

It was just a throw away remark someone made and it set me thinking. In 

farming families especially, there is a strong desire for the farm to continue 

within the family and they are protective of this. Sometimes with good cause as 

is the case here. 

 

WHAT WAS AN EARLY EXPERIENCE WHERE YOU LEARNED THAT LANGUAGE 

HAD POWER?  

Sitting with my father as a little girl while he read grown-up poetry to me. 

 

HOW MANY UNPUBLISHED AND HALF-FINISHED BOOKS DO YOU HAVE?  

One I am currently writing and one I have shelved for now. I have another 

children’s book in my head as well. 
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